Lazy Guy Distillery is located in the heart of downtown Kennesaw, just northwest of Atlanta. Kennesaw has
deep historical roots dating back to General Sherman’s March to the Sea during the Civil War. Prominent for
its railroad locomotive “The General” and its key location close to the capital of Georgia, Kennesaw is the
perfect place to make whiskey, a practice that has been revered throughout American history. Lazy Guy
Distillery was founded by a first generation distiller. Our spirits offer their own unique take on whiskey while
remaining true to those who perfected the art of distilling this uniquely American whiskey. Capturing flavors
that can only be found in Georgia grown grains and fruits Lazy Guy Distillery spirits offers a taste that is
unmatched by others.
The two buildings which comprise our distillery operations are just around the corner from the Southern
Museum of Civil War and Locomotive. Our office and distillery buildings date back to the 1800's and have a
rich heritage themselves. These historic buildings have witnessed many changes over the decades, just as
whiskey making in America has witnessed change. From the Whiskey Rebellion in the late 1700's to the
Prohibition Era in the 1920's Whiskey has been the cornerstone of many American events and even served
as a means of currency at certain points in history.
We are a first generation whiskey distillery using Georgia grown grains and fruits, but don't think we haven't
done our homework. We've been refining our technique, recipes and distilling approach for quite a long time.
For many years we've watched market trends in craft distilling and the explosion of the bourbon movement.
We talk to whiskey drinkers and connect with what they want to see on the market as well as in our own
product portfolio. True whiskey drinkers may have their favorite bourbon, rye or wheat whiskey but
occasionally may try a white whiskey, high-proof white dog or sip a brandy. What we learn from all whiskey
drinkers helps to develop our spirit portfolio and will continue to influence future offerings.

Kennesaw Lightning
–750ml / 100 Proof Corn Whiskey
Ever since the late eighteenth century, moonshine has flowed from southern
stills. Kennesaw Lightning is our salute to that tradition. Our combination of corn
and barley deliver a cornbread note with a hint of graham cracker sweetness at
100 proof. We hope you enjoy drinking it as much as we enjoy making it.

Threesome Whiskey
–750ml / 80 Proof Whiskey
Our small batch distilling process uses a unique blend of corn, wheat
w
and barley
briefly aged in American Oak toasted barrels for a complex character, refined
flavor and smooth finish. The sweetness of the corn, mildness of the wheat and
richness of the barley deliver the perfect threesome.

Cold Heart
–750ml / 120 Proof Corn Whiskey
For those who seek an untamed, high
high-proof
proof spirit, Cold Heart is our gift to you.
This unaged whiskey is cut from the heart of our production run and imparts the
straight-from-the
the-still
still taste of our select grains. Enjoy this spirit straight from
f
the
freezer for a uniquely Cold Hearted experience.

The General
–750ml / 151 Proof Corn Whiskey
In honor of ‘The General’ and the Great Locomotive Chase of 1862, this
powerful whiskey delivers a buttery richness and complex flavor at 151 proof.
Our four-grain
grain recipe and slow distillation process ranks this bold whiskey in a
class all its own. Taste a piece of history in this commanding spirit.

Side Track Bourbon
–750ml / 90 Proof Bourbon Whiskey

Our Side Track Bourbon was slowly aged with one goal in mind - to create the
perfect Georgia
eorgia Bourbon Whiskey. At 90 proof, this bourbon has a caramel note,
rich character and smooth oak finish that reflects o
our
ur passion for producing a
truly unique and unmatched bourbon. Escape the mainstream and venture
down the Side track.
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